**Zumba Mix**

**Introduction:** On the words (One, two, three, four). Right hand up on 1, Left hand up on 2, Right step on 3, Left step on 4, (X shape), Right hip pop on 5,6, Left hip pop on 7,8. Every time you hear “One, Two, Three, Four”, you will do this “X” step.

**Step 1:** Cha cha Right foot (Counts 1,2,3 & 4), Cha cha Left (Counts 5,6,7 & 8):  
Cha cha or Salsa Right Side (1,2,3, & 4), Cha cha or Salsa Left Side (5,6,7 & 8).  
Repeat entire step.

**Introduction Step:**

**Step 2:** **Chorus Step:** Two Machete steps right hand cross over left leg (Counts 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)  
Two Machete steps left hand cross over right leg (Counts 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)

**Step 3:** Cha cha Right foot (Counts 1,2,3,4), Cha cha or Salsa Left (Counts 5,6,7 & 8):  
Cha cha Left foot (Counts 1,2,3 & 4), Cha cha or Salsa Right (Counts 5,6,7 & 8)  
This time you do the step only once

**Introduction Step**

**Step 4:** Diagonal Crunch Back Right (step together step) (Counts 1,2,3,4)  
Diagonal Crunch Back Left (step together step) (Counts 5,6,7,8)  
Zumba Shuffle Right Forward (Single, Single, Double) (Counts 1,2,3 & 4)  
Zumba Shuffle Left Forward (Single, Single, Double) (Counts 5,6,7 & 8)  
Repeat the entire step.

**Step 5:** Two slide steps to the right (step together slide) (Counts 1,2,3,4)  
Two slide steps to the left (step together slide) (Counts 5,6,7,8)  
Zumba Shuffle Right Sideways (Single, Single Double) (Counts 1,2,3 & 4)  
Zumba Shuffle Left Sideways (Single, Single Double) (Counts 5,6,7 & 8)  
Repeat the entire step.

The pattern of this dance repeats itself.